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To begin, participants will get on the bike and pedal/churn the gelato base that is pre-pre-
pared.  While pedaling on the Sweetcycle, we will discuss the science behind ice cream and 
gelato making: what gels make the perfect custard; the correct chilling temperatures to 
minimize ice crystal formation; the optimal dasher shape and speed to churn the gelato; 
and the best ratios of cream and milk for taste and texture.

Next we will have an interactive cooking demonstration where participants learn how to 
infuse flavor into an eggless, dairy gelato custard base.  Using herbs, fruits, nuts, spices, 
dark sugars, honey and other ingredients, you can create your own flavor combinations.

After preparing some gelato base to take home, we will have a gelato tasting, sampling the 
gelatos pedaled and churned at the beginning of the workshop. We will make up to 3 
flavors of gelato in a single workshop.  

Here are some flavor suggestions from a recent workshop we did on a rooftop farm but 
choices are boundless and usually dependent on class setting, and participants' interests.

Honey Rosemary Walnut
Honey Lavender Blueberry
Anise Hyssop-Maple 

Honey Lavender Pecan
Spearmint w/ Chopped
Bittersweet Chocolate

Duration : 2 hours
Take Home : 1 quart of gelato 

base to churn at home

Learn :
How to Infuse Flavor in Gelato, 
Science of Ice Cream

Gelato Workshop

Notes About Logistics :

The Sweetcycle is a stationary bike that comes to 
you and it can be set up indoors or outside.  These 
workshops are designed for groups of 6-25 
people.  Some workshops involve some cooking 
and chopping.  We can bring electric burners, pots, 
knives and cutting boards.  In some cases, we need 
access to electricity.  We generally like to set up our 
workshops in a setting with a pot washing/ hand 

washing sink, but we do not need a fullscale 
kitchen. Within each type of workshop -- pestos, 
creamy dressings, aiolis, gelatos, sorbets or 
cocktails -- there are numerous menu options.  
This workshop description is a sample.  Workshops 
can be customized for time, what you want to learn 
and eat, age/audience, menu preference and the 
take home treat. 


